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SUMMARY

Astrocytes respond to neuronal activity and were
shown to be necessary for plasticity and memory.
To test whether astrocytic activity is also sufficient
to generate synaptic potentiation and enhance
memory, we expressed the Gq-coupled receptor
hM3Dq in CA1 astrocytes, allowing their activation
by a designer drug. We discovered that astrocytic
activation is not only necessary for synaptic plas-
ticity, but also sufficient to induce NMDA-dependent
de novo long-term potentiation in the hippocampus
that persisted after astrocytic activation ceased.
In vivo, astrocytic activation enhanced memory
allocation; i.e., it increased neuronal activity in a
task-specific way only when coupled with learning,
but not in home-cagedmice. Furthermore, astrocytic
activation using either a chemogenetic or an
optogenetic tool during acquisition resulted in
memory recall enhancement on the following day.
Conversely, directly increasing neuronal activity re-
sulted in dramatic memory impairment. Our findings
that astrocytes induce plasticity and enhance mem-
ory may have important clinical implications for
cognitive augmentation treatments.
INTRODUCTION

Memory stands at the heart of cognitive function, guiding future

behavior based on past experience. Memory disruption is

relatively easy to induce, whereas memory enhancement has

challenged scientists for many years. The majority of cognitive

enhancement models involve alterations in synaptic function,

often via direct or indirect effects on NMDA-R signaling (Lee

and Silva, 2009). Another way to improve memory is to boost

the process of memory allocation, the selection of the neuronal

ensemble that will serve as the physical basis underlying the

specific memory (Han et al., 2007; Josselyn et al., 2015; Yiu

et al., 2014).
Although the supportive roles of astrocytes are well recog-

nized, their direct effects on neuronal activity remain elusive.

Pioneering studies have examined how astrocytes monitor and

directly modulate neuronal activity, and support the idea of a

‘‘tripartite synapse,’’ in which astrocytes do not merely encapsu-

late and insulate synapses, but also sense and actively modify

synaptic activity (Araque et al., 1999; Haydon, 2001). Most of

these studies were conducted on a single cell level, for example,

by patching a single astrocyte to modulate its activity (Henne-

berger et al., 2010; Jourdain et al., 2007; Panatier et al., 2011)

or by uncaging Ca2+ in single astrocytes (Perea and Araque,

2007). These techniques cannot be used in behaving animals,

where modulating the activity of a population of astrocytes is

required (Adamsky and Goshen, 2017; Dallérac and Rouach,

2016; Oliveira et al., 2015). Because of this difficulty, only a hand-

ful of studies have directly investigated the necessity of astro-

cytes in mammalian normal memory (Gao et al., 2016; Gerlai

et al., 1995; Newman et al., 2011; Nishiyama et al., 2002; Steh-

berg et al., 2012; Suzuki et al., 2011; Tadi et al., 2015).

The studies above elegantly show that astrocytes are neces-

sary for long-term plasticity and normal memory performance,

but it is unknown whether astrocytic activity is not only neces-

sary but also sufficient to induce synaptic plasticity and enhance

cognitive performance. Beyond the clinical implications of mem-

ory enhancement, such an investigation could illuminate the

complex way in which astrocytes do not merely respond to the

neighboring neural network activity and support it, but rather

precisely modulate the way it processes information.

To explore the role of astrocytes in synaptic activity and plas-

ticity, as well as in memory performance, we employed chemo-

genetic and optogenetic tools in this cell population and found

that astrocytic activation resulted in increased spontaneous

vesicle release, and de novo synaptic potentiation mediated by

NMDA. These plastic changes resulted in enhanced memory

allocation and improved cognitive performance, which could

not be directly achieved by elevating neuronal activity.
RESULTS

Chemogenetic Activation of CA1 Astrocytes
Based on the ability of endogenous Gq-GPCRs to induce Ca2+

elevation in astrocytes (Bazargani and Attwell, 2016) and their
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Figure 1. Chemogenetic Activation of Hippocampal Astrocytes

(A) Bilateral double injection of AAV8-GFAP::hM3Dq-mCherry resulted in hM3Dq expression in CA1 only (scale bar, 200 mm).

(B) hM3Dq (red) was expressed in the astrocytic membrane around the soma and in the distal processes (scale bar, 50 mm).

(C and D) GFAP::hM3Dq was expressed in >97% of CA1 astrocytes (408/419 cells from 3 mice; C), with >97% specificity (408/419 cells from 3 mice; D).

(E and F) No co-localization with the microglia marker Iba1 (E) or the neuronal nuclear marker NeuN (F) was detected (scale bar, 50 mm).

(G) An astrocyte (marked by a white rectangle in F) expressing hM3Dq in close proximity to multiple CA1 neurons (scale bar, 7 mm).

(H) Two-photon imaging of an hM3Dq-expressing astrocyte, with an adjacently placed glass pipette (scale bar, 20 mm).

(I) Local CNO administration via the glass pipette containing Alexa 594 (red) in the vicinity of the same astrocyte induced an increase in intracellular Ca2+.

(J) Traces showing the change in fluorescence (in Df/f) from hM3Dq-expressing astrocytes treated with CNO (crimson) or ACSF (blue). A gray line represents the

200 ms of CNO application. The top trace is from the astrocyte shown in (H) and (I).

(K) Summary of the results from all imaged cells (CNO n = 5 cells, ACSF n = 2 cells, from 3 mice) showing a significant increase in CNO-treated cells only

(*p < 0.005). Data are presented as mean ± SEM.

See also Figure S1.
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importance in neuron-astrocyte communication (Agulhon et al.,

2008, 2013; Araque et al., 2014; Bonder and McCarthy, 2014;

Bull et al., 2014; Chai et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2016; Martin-Fer-

nandez et al., 2017; Scofield et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2015), we

chose to express the Gq-coupled designer receptor hM3Dq

(Roth, 2016) in CA1 astrocytes, allowing their time-restricted

activation by clozapine-N-oxide (CNO). As the CA1 region of

the hippocampus has been repeatedly shown to be involved in

contextual memory (Frankland and Bontempi, 2005), and neu-

rons in this region have demonstrated learning-dependent

potentiation (Whitlock et al., 2006), we delivered an adeno-asso-

ciated virus serotype 8 (AAV8) vector encoding hM3Dq fused to

mCherry under the control of the astrocytic glial fibrillary acidic

protein (GFAP) promoter (AAV8-GFAP::hM3Dq-mCherry) to

this region (Figure 1A). Within the virally transduced region,
2 Cell 174, 1–13, June 28, 2018
hM3Dq expression was limited to the astrocytic outer mem-

branes (Figure 1B), with high penetrance (>97% of the GFAP

cells expressed hM3Dq) (Figure 1C) and almost complete spec-

ificity (>97% hM3Dq positive cells were also GFAP positive) (Fig-

ure 1D). Co-staining with the microglial marker Iba1 showed no

overlap with hM3Dq expression (Figure 1E). The staining for

neuronal nuclei (NeuN) revealed no co-localization with hM3Dq

(Figure 1F), but served to illustrate how astrocytic processes

within CA1 enwrap their neighboring neurons (Figure 1G).

To verify that hM3Dq activates astrocytes upon CNO applica-

tion, we performed two-photon calcium (Ca2+) imaging in brain

slices. CA1 astrocytes expressing both hM3Dq and GCaMP6f

were identified, and a glass pipette was placed adjacent to

locally apply CNO (10 mM) (Figure 1H). CNO application trig-

gered an intracellular Ca2+ increase in hM3Dq-expressing
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astrocytes, whereas artificial cerebro spinal fluid (ACSF) applica-

tion had no effect (p < 0.005, t test) (Figures 1I–1K). To charac-

terize the effects of CNO application on astrocytic activity over

longer time durations, relevant for upcoming slice and in vivo

experiments, we imaged brain slices with CA1 astrocytes co-ex-

pressing GCaMP6f and mCherry (Figures S1A and S1B) before

and during CNO application (10 mM), and then after CNO

washout (Figure S1C). CNO application to the imaging chamber

induced a significant increase in the number of Ca2+ transients in

hM3Dq-GCaMP6f astrocytes (Figures S1D and S1E) that lasted

40 min. After CNO washout, the transient frequency returned to

baseline. Importantly, ACSF application to hM3Dq-GCaMP6f sli-

ces or CNO application to GCaMP6f-only slices had no effect on

Ca2+ transients (time-by-group effect F(4,74) = 2.73, p < 0.05,

post hoc pairwise comparisons CNO versus ACSF and GCaMP

alone during manipulation p < 0.005 and p < 0.001, respectively;

CNO manipulation versus CNO baseline and CNO washout

p < 0.005 and p < 0.0005, respectively). To conclude, hM3Dq

is specifically expressed in CA1 astrocytes and can trigger an

increase in intracellular Ca2+ and in the frequency of Ca2+ events,

two markers for astrocytic activity (Bazargani and Attwell, 2016),

upon CNO application.

Gq Pathway Activation in Astrocytes Increased the
Frequency and Potency of Spontaneous Synaptic
Events
Manipulations of single astrocytes have been employed in the

past to show their involvement in spontaneous release events

(Araque et al., 1998; Jourdain et al., 2007; Santello et al.,

2011) and in excitatory post-synaptic potential (EPSP) induc-

tion success rate of minimal stimulation in the hippocampus

(Panatier et al., 2011; Perea and Araque, 2007). Specifically, as-

trocytic inhibition resulted in more EPSP failures (Panatier et al.,

2011), whereas astrocytic activation increased both the fre-

quency of miniature spontaneous events and the responses

to minimal stimulation (Jourdain et al., 2007; Perea and Araque,

2007), with no effect on amplitude, suggesting an exclusive

pre-synaptic influence. To examine the effect of Gq pathway

activation restricted to CA1 astrocytes on spontaneous syn-

aptic release, we performed whole-cell recordings from CA1

hippocampal neurons in mice expressing hM3Dq in CA1 astro-

cytes (Figure 2A). Recordings were performed at a depth of

�100 mm in the slice, where the full structure of both the re-

corded neuron and the surrounding astrocytes is preserved.

We recorded spontaneous release events in voltage clamp un-

der tetrodotoxin (TTX) (1 mM) before and after bath application

of CNO (10 mM), and found that CNO application resulted in

increased frequency of miniature excitatory post-synaptic cur-

rents (mEPSCs) (Figures 2B–2E, S2A, and S2B; p < 0.00001,

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, and p < 0.00001, t test for the

average change per cell). Importantly, astrocytic activation

also induced a significant increase in mEPSC amplitude (Fig-

ures 2B, 2C, 2F, 2G, S2C, and S2D; p < 0.0001, Kolmo-

gorov-Smirnov test, and p < 0.01, t test for the average change

per cell), compared to slices from the same mice treated with

ACSF only. To verify that CNO application itself does not pro-

duce similar effects, we injected mice with a control virus

(AAV8-GFAP::mCherry) (Figure S2E). In hippocampal slices
from these mice, neither ACSF nor CNO had an effect on

mEPSC frequency (Figures S2F and S2G) or amplitude (Figures

S2H and S2I).

We provide the first demonstration that astrocytic population

activation increases both the rate and the potency of sponta-

neous miniature events impinging on CA1 pyramidal cells. It is

possible that by using stimulation that more closely mimics

physiological astrocytic activity, compared to repeated electrical

depolarizations (Jourdain et al., 2007) or mechanical stimulation

(Araque et al., 1998), we have been able to unveil the more subtle

amplitude potentiation effect.

Gq Pathway Activation in Astrocytes Induced De Novo

Synaptic Potentiation
The necessity of astrocytes in neuronal plasticity was repeat-

edly demonstrated in brain slices (Henneberger et al., 2010;

Min and Nevian, 2012; Pascual et al., 2005; Perea and Araque,

2007; Suzuki et al., 2011) and in vivo (Chen et al., 2012; Navar-

rete et al., 2012; Takata et al., 2011). Furthermore, Ca2+ uncag-

ing in astrocytes combined with post-synaptic depolarization

(but neither of these manipulations alone) has been reported

to induce long-term potentiation (LTP) (Perea and Araque,

2007), and repeated depolarization of DG astrocytes increased

evoked EPSCs amplitude in granular neurons (Jourdain et al.,

2007). We examined the effect of astrocytic Gq activation on

evoked synaptic events in CA1 neurons in response to Schaffer

collaterals (SCs) stimulation before and after bath application of

CNO (Figures 3A and 3B). Surprisingly, we observed a 50%

potentiation of the EPSC amplitude in response to the same

stimulus in GFAP::hM3Dq slices treated with CNO (crimson),

but not in slices from the same mice exposed to ACSF

(blue) only (time-by-treatment interaction F(19,190) = 3.158,

p < 0.00005) (Figures 3C and 3D). To verify that this effect

cannot be attributed to the application of CNO per se, we in-

jected mice with a control AAV8-GFAP::mCherry virus (Fig-

ure S2E), and found no alteration in the response to stimulation

before and after CNO application in slices from these mice (Fig-

ure S3A). To examine the long-term persistence of the observed

potentiation, we tested the effect of astrocytic Gq activation on

the evoked field potential in CA1 stratum radiatum to SC stimu-

lation before, during, and after astrocytic activation (Figures 3E

and 3F). We started by replicating our finding of de novo poten-

tiation following astrocytic manipulation, now in the network

level. This was shown by a greater than 150% increase in field

EPSP (fEPSP) amplitude in response to a given stimulus in

GFAP::hM3Dq slices treated with CNO, but not in ASCF-treated

slices (Figures 3G–3I). We then washed the CNO out of the

recording chamber for 20 min and measured fEPSPs for

10 more min. Evoked responses remained significantly potenti-

ated in GFAP::hM3Dq slices that were previously treated with

CNO, but not in ACSF-treated slices (Figures 3G–3I) (time-

by-treatment interaction, F(116,74.47) = 3.16, p < 0.0000005, Fig-

ure 3H; time-by-treatment interaction F(8,34.87) = 3.48, p < 0.005,

pairwise comparisons: CNO to baseline p < 0.000005, washout

to baseline p < 0.0005, Figure 3I).

To perturb the mechanism underlying this long-term plas-

ticity, we repeated the experiment with the NMDA receptor

blocker APV (50 mM; green) applied to the recording chamber,
Cell 174, 1–13, June 28, 2018 3
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Figure 2. Astrocytic Activation Increases

Spontaneous Neuronal Activity

(A) Whole-cell voltage-clamp recordings from CA1

hippocampal neurons (filled with Neurobiotin 488,

green) surrounded by hM3Dq-expressing astro-

cytes (red; scale bar, 50 mm).

(B) Spontaneous miniature release events under

TTX were recorded before and after CNO appli-

cation (CNO, n = 6; ACSF, n = 3). Sample traces of

an ACSF-only cell (blue) and a CNO-treated cell

(crimson) are shown.

(C) Overlaid events from 5-min-long traces in two

representative cells. Single events are in gray, and

averages are bolded.

(D) No differences in mEPSCs frequency were

observed between the groups before drug

application.

(E) CNO application increased the frequency of

spontaneous events, compared to ACSF alone

(p < 0.00001). Inset: average change in frequency

for all recorded cells (*p < 0.00001).

(F) No differences in mEPSC amplitude were

observed between the groups before drug

application.

(G) CNO application increased the mEPSC ampli-

tude compared to ACSF alone (p < 0.0001). Inset:

average change in amplitude for all recorded cells

(*p < 0.01). Data are presented as mean ± SEM.

See also Figure S2.
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in which case CNO application failed to increase fEPSP size

(Figures 3G–3I). Another demonstration of the involvement

of NMDA in astrocyte-induced potentiation is the finding that

in the presence of higher magnesium levels (2 mM, compared

to 1 mM in the original experiment), more SC stimulations

were necessary to reach the full potentiation effect (time

effect, F(3,8.1) = 5.85 p < 0.02, pairwise comparisons: baseline

to CNO11-20 p < 0.05, baseline to CNO21-30 p < 0.005)

(Figure S3B).
4 Cell 174, 1–13, June 28, 2018
D-serine was shown to underlie the

necessity of astrocytes to LTP (Henne-

berger et al., 2010). To resolve the role

of D-serine in astrocyte-induced de novo

potentiation, we used the NMDA D-serine

site blocker 5,7-dichlorokynurenic acid

(DCKA) (750 nM; cyan), which completely

blocked potentiation (Figures 3G–3I). We

then repeated the experiment in the pres-

ence of 10 mM D-serine in the bath and

found that when the D-serine co-agonist

site was highly occupied, the effect of

CNO was occluded, and no potentiation

was observed (Figure S3C).

We subsequently tested the role of me-

tabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluRs)

in astrocyte-induced synaptic potentiation,

and found that the CNO application signifi-

cantlypotentiated fEPSPseven in thepres-

ence of the mGluRs blockers 2-methyl-

6-(phenylethynyl)pyridine (MPEP, 50 mM)
and LY367385 (100 mM) (Figures 3G–3I, orange), suggesting no

contribution of mGluRs in the observed potentiation (pairwise

comparisons: CNO to baseline p < 0.0005, washout to baseline

p < 0.01) (Figure 3I).

Finally, to confirm that synaptic potentiation induced by

astrocytic activation is mediated by an increase in astrocytic

intracellular Ca2+ levels, we applied CNO after filling a

group of astrocytes with the Ca2+ chelator EGTA and CaCl2,

to clamp intracellular free Ca2+ at a steady-state concentration
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Figure 3. Astrocytic Activation Induces De Novo Plasticity

(A) Whole-cell voltage-clamp recordings from CA1 hippocampal neurons surrounded by hM3Dq-expressing astrocytes were performed in response to SC

stimulation.

(B) Measurements were performed for 10 min at two time points: before CNO application or 15 min after CNO application.

(C) Overlaid evoked EPSCs from an ACSF-treated cell (blue) and a CNO-treated cell (crimson) before and after drug application are presented (single events are in

gray; averages are bolded).

(D) No differences in evoked EPSCs amplitude were observed between the groups before drug application. Astrocytic activation by CNO induced a prolonged

potentiation in evoked EPSC amplitude compared to slices from the same mice treated with ACSF (CNO, n = 8; ACSF, n = 4; p < 0.00005).

(E) Extracellular field recordings from the apical dendrites of CA1 hippocampal neurons surrounded by hM3Dq-expressing astrocytes were performed in

response to SC stimulation.

(F) Measurements were performed for 10 min at three time points: before CNO application, 15 min after CNO application, and 20 min after CNO washout.

(G) Overlaid evoked fEPSPs from ACSF (blue), CNO (crimson), CNO+APV (green), CNO+CDKA (cyan), and CNO+MPEP+LY367385 (orange) treated slices before

and after drug application and after drug washout.

(H) Astrocytic activation by CNO induced >150%potentiation in evoked fEPSP amplitude compared to slices from the samemice treated with ACSF. Application

of the NMDA receptor blocker APV and the D-serine co-agonist site blocker DCKA completely eliminated the astrocyte-induced potentiation, but the mGluR

blockers MPEP and LY367385 had no effect (CNO, n = 4–5; CNO+APV, n = 3; CNO+DCKA, n = 6; CNO+MPEP+LY, n = 4; ACSF, n = 2).

(I) Average representation of the data in (H) (CNO to baseline *p < 0.00005, CNO washout to baseline *p < 0.0005).

Pairwise comparisons: CNO+MPEP+LY to baseline *p < 0.0005, CNO+MPEP+LY washout to baseline *p < 0.01. Data are presented as mean ± SEM.

See also Figure S3.
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of 50–80 nM (Figure S3D–S3G). fEPSPs recorded in adja-

cent neurons were only minimally potentiated compared

to the significant potentiation observed in distant neurons

(Figure S3H).

Here, we show, for the first time, that astrocytic activation is

sufficient to induce de novo potentiation of CA3 to CA1 synap-

ses, and that this potentiation is long lasting, beyond the time

of astrocytic activation. The fact that our manipulation produced

prolonged potentiation whereas Ca2+ uncaging in astrocytes

required additional direct post-synaptic depolarization to induce

LTP (Perea and Araque, 2007), may be due to the prolonged as-

trocytic activation in our experiments. Furthermore, we show

that the synaptic potentiation induced by astrocytic activation

is mediated by the NMDA receptor, similar to classical CA3 to

CA1 LTP, and demonstrate the involvement of the NMDA co-

agonist D-serine in this potentiation.

Astrocytic Activation Enhanced Spatial and Contextual
Memory
Based on our finding that astrocytic activation is sufficient

to induce neuronal potentiation, and on previous research

demonstrating the necessity of astrocytes in memory function

(Gerlai et al., 1995; Newman et al., 2011; Nishiyama et al.,

2002; Stehberg et al., 2012; Suzuki et al., 2011; Tadi et al.,

2015), we sought to test whether astrocytic activation can

enhance memory performance. Mice were injected bilaterally

with AAV8-GFAP::hM3Dq-mCherry to the dorsal CA1. To verify

astrocytic activation in vivo, we administered CNO (3 mg/kg,

intraperitoneally [i.p.]) 3 weeks after surgery, and brains were

collected 90 min later and stained for the immediate-early

gene cFos. CNO dramatically increased cFos levels in astro-

cytes of hM3Dq-expressing mice, compared to saline-injected

controls (Figures 4A and 4B; p < 0.0005, t test). Fear condition-

ing (FC) exposure had no effect on cFos levels in astrocytes

(Figure S4A).

To test the effect of astrocytic activation on cognitive perfor-

mance, CNO was administered 30 min before T-maze training,

in which mice were exposed to 2 arms of the maze for 20 min,

and 5 min later were re-introduced to the maze, with all three

arms now available for exploration. CNO application resulted in

a significant elevation in novel arm preference compared to

saline-injected controls (Figures 4C and 4D) (p < 0.05, t test).

No effect of CNO on overall maze exploration was observed

(Figure S4B). In this experiment, astrocytes were activated dur-

ing both acquisition and recall, and could have contributed to

cognitive enhancement at either stage.

To better define thememory stage affected by astrocytes, and

extend our findings to an additional cognitive task, we adminis-

tered CNO 30 min before FC training, pairing a foot-shock with a

novel context and an auditory cue, in a new cohort of mice. No

effect of CNO on exploration of the context before conditioning

(Figure S4C) or immediate freezing following shock administra-

tion (Figure 4E) was observed. One day later, mice were placed

back in the conditioning context, and freezing was measured.

Remarkably, CNO application during training resulted in a 40%

elevation in contextual freezing in GFAP::hM3Dq mice tested

24 hr after acquisition, when CNO was no longer present (Alex-

ander et al., 2009) (Figure 4E; p < 0.015, t test). To establish
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the spatial specificity of our manipulation, we verified that the ef-

fect of CA1 astrocytic activation is unique to the hippocampal-

dependent contextual memory task: Indeed, no effect was

observed when the same mice were tested for auditory-cued

memory in a novel context, i.e., both groups demonstrated

similar freezing in response to the tone (Figure 4F) (F(1,11) =

106.04, time main effect, p < 0.00001). CNO application during

recall in the conditioning context on the next day did not further

alter recall, but the original improvement was still evident

(Figure 4G).

To further differentiate between the roles of astrocytes during

acquisition and recall, we injected two new cohorts of mice with

AAV8-GFAP::hM3Dq-mCherry to their CA1, and administered

CNO 30 min before FC acquisition in one cohort, and 30 min

before recall in the other. Importantly, in the first new cohort,

we replicated our initial observation that astrocytic activation

during acquisition enhanced recall on the next day (Figure S4E)

(p < 0.005, t test), without affecting auditory-cued memory (Fig-

ure S4F) (F(1,16) = 47.57, time main effect, p < 0.00001), or explo-

ration of the chamber before conditioning (Figure S4D). In the

second cohort, CNO was not administered during acquisition,

but rather 30 min before the recall test. GFAP::hM3Dq mice in-

jected with CNO at that time showed similar contextual (Fig-

ure 4H) and auditory-cued (Figure 4I) freezing, compared to sa-

line controls. These findings suggest that astrocytes confer

their cognition-enhancing effects during memory acquisition,

and possibly early consolidation, but not during memory recall.

To verify that astrocytic activation does not have a direct effect

on exploratory behavior or anxiety, whichmay result in increased

freezing, we tested free exploration of an open field in the same

GFAP::hM3Dq mice. CNO application had no significant effect

on either total exploration or anxiety-related behavior, measured

as the percent time spent in the central 35% of the arena (Fig-

ure 4J). To confirm that our results did not stem from the CNO

application itself, we trained additional cohorts of mice, injected

with a control AAV8-GFAP::eGFP vector (Figure S5A) in the

same repertoire of behavioral paradigms. CNO application in

these control mice had no effect on any behavior (Figures

S5B–S5K).

Our behavioral results show that astrocytic activation during

memory acquisition and early consolidation is sufficient to

improve memory retrieval in two cognitive tasks.

Directly IncreasingNeuronal Activity Impairs Contextual
Memory
Our findings that astrocytic activation resulted in increased syn-

aptic transmission, de novo plasticity and improvedmemory, rai-

ses the tempting hypothesis that astrocytes react to neuronal

activity around them and modulate it in a physiologically mean-

ingful way, leading to improved coding of contextual information.

However, we cannot exclude the possibility that the observed

memory enhancement could have been caused by a general

increase in hippocampal neuronal activity induced by themanip-

ulated astrocytes. To test whether directly increasing neuronal

activity results in similar effects, we sought to stimulate CA1 neu-

rons and test the consequent changes in cognitive performance.

To that end, we injected mice with an AAV8 vector encoding

hM3Dq-mCherry under the control of the CaMKIIa promoter,
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Figure 4. Astrocytic Activation Enhances

Contextual Memory

(A and B) (A) CNO administration in vivo to mice

expressing hM3Dq (red) in CA1 astrocytes resulted

in a significant increase in cFos expression (green)

in the activated astrocytes, compared to saline-

injected controls (*p < 0.0005; n = 4mice, 18 slices,

for both groups; scale bar, 50 mm). (B) Represen-

tative images to the group data presented in (A).

(C) GFAP::hM3Dq mice that were injected with

CNO (n = 7) 30 min before T-maze training

demonstrated > 30% improved novel arm recog-

nition (*p < 0.05) compared to their saline-injected

controls (n = 7).

(D) Representative exploration traces.

(E) GFAP::hM3Dq mice were injected with saline

(n = 6) or CNO (n = 7) 30 min before fear

conditioning acquisition. CNO application before

training resulted in a 40% improvement in

contextual freezing in mice tested 1 day later,

compared to saline-treated controls (*p < 0.015).

(F) Astrocytic activation in CA1 had no effect on

auditory-cued memory in a novel context, with

both groups showing increased freezing during

tone presentation (*p < 0.00001).

(G) Astrocytic activation by CNOapplication during

retrieval on the next day did not further alter recall,

but the original improvement was maintained

(*p < 0.05).

(H and I) In a new group of GFAP::hM3Dq

mice, CNO administration (n = 7) only during

the recall test had no effect on either contextually

(H) or auditory-cued (I) memory, compared to

saline-injected controls (n = 7) with both groups

showing increased freezing during tone presenta-

tion (*p < 0.000001).

(J) In a novel environment, saline-treated (n = 6)

and CNO-treated (n = 6) hM3Dq mice explored the

field with similar path lengths (top), and there was

no effect on anxiety (bottom), because the per-

centage of time that saline- and CNO-treated mice

spent in the center of the open field was similar.

Representative exploration traces are presented.

Data are presented as mean ± SEM.

See also Figures S4 and S5.
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specific to glutamatergic neurons. hM3Dqwas shown in the past

to increase firing, elevate fEPSP size and enhance LTP in CA1

pyramidal neurons, but it also poses a risk of seizures (Alexander

et al., 2009; López et al., 2016). To avoid this risk, we aimed for a

moderate expression level. Stereotactic delivery of the AAV8-

CaMKIIa::hM3Dq-mCherry vector resulted in CA1-specific

expression (Figure 5A). hM3Dq was exclusively expressed in

neurons (Figure 5B) with moderate penetrance (47% of the

NeuN cells expressed hM3Dq) and complete specificity (>98%

hM3Dq-positive cells were also NeuN positive) (Figure 5C). Co-

stainingwith the astrocyticmarker GFAP or themicroglial marker
Iba1 showed no overlap with hM3Dq

expression (Figures 5D and 5E). To

test the effect of direct neuronal

activation on memory acquisition, we in-

jected CaMKIIa::hM3Dq mice with CNO
(3 mg/kg, i.p.) 30 min before FC acquisition. First, we verified

that this manipulation does not induce seizures or affect motor

function, by quantifying the exploration of the conditioning

cage during the 120 s before the introduction of the first tone.

No difference between hM3Dq-mCherry mice treated with saline

or CNOwas observed (Figure 5F). Mice were then FC and tested

on the next day. Interestingly, neuronal activation during training

resulted in dramatically reduced, rather than improved, contex-

tual freezing one day later (Figure 5G) (p < 0.01, t test). No signif-

icant effect on auditory-cued memory in a novel context was

observed, as both groups demonstrated similar freezing in
Cell 174, 1–13, June 28, 2018 7
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Figure 5. Neuronal Activation Impairs

Memory Performance

(A) Bilateral double injection of AAV8-CaMKII::

hM3Dq-mCherry resulted in relatively sparse

hM3Dq expression in CA1 only (scale bar, top,

300 mm, and bottom, 100 mm).

(B) hM3Dq was expressed in the neuronal mem-

brane around the soma and in the apical and the

basal dendrites of CA1 neurons (scale bar, 30 mm).

(C) hM3Dq was expressed in 47% (442/913

cells, from two mice) of CA1 neurons, with >98%

specificity (442/446 cells, from two mice).

(D and E) No co-localization with the astrocytic

marker GFAP (D) or the microglial marker Iba1 (E)

was detected (scale bar, 50 mm). Mice expressing

hM3Dq in their CA1 neurons were injected with

either saline (n = 9) or CNO (n = 8) 30 min before

fear conditioning acquisition.

(F) Neuronal activation had no adverse effect on

exploratory behavior in the conditioning cage.

(G) CNO application before training induced a

55% decrease in contextual freezing in CNO-

treated mice tested 1 day later, compared to sa-

line-treated controls (*p < 0.01).

(H) Neuronal activation in CA1 had no effect on

auditory-cued freezing in a novel context, with

both groups showing increased freezing during

tone presentation (*p < 0.00001). Data are pre-

sented as mean ± SEM.

See also Figure S6.
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response to the tone (Figure 5H) (F(1,14) = 48.165, timemain effect

p < 0.00001).

We then replicated these results, this time manipulating a

larger population of neurons, but activating them mildly, using

a lower CNO dose (0.5 mg/kg) (Figure S6A). Again, no effects

on context exploration before conditioning or immediate freezing

following shock administration were observed (Figures S6B and

S6C). Furthermore, neuronal activation with these new parame-

ters during training again resulted in reduced contextual freezing

a day later (Figure S6C) (p < 0.05, t test), and had no effect on

auditory-cued memory in a novel context, as both groups

demonstrated similar freezing in response to the tone (Fig-

ure S6D) (F(1,10) = 133.276, time main effect p < 0.00001).

Here, we show that as opposed to astrocytic activation, which

induces LTP and enhances FC performance, a direct chemoge-

netic stimulation of CA1 neurons dramatically impairs contextual

memory.

Astrocytic Activation Promotes Memory Allocation
Our results show that astrocyte-mediated potentiation of

neuronal activity enhances memory whereas direct neuronal
8 Cell 174, 1–13, June 28, 2018
activation dramatically impairs it. Previ-

ous research had demonstrated that a

small number of neurons active before

training are more likely to be allocated to

the engram supporting an acquired mem-

ory (Josselyn et al., 2015), that such en-

sembles in CA1 are later necessary for

recall (Tanaka et al., 2014) and that
increasing the activity of a small neuronal population in the

BLA before FC acquisition can improve fear memory (Han

et al., 2007; Yiu et al., 2014).

Thus, we sought to test whether astrocyte-induced memory

enhancement is not merely due to the general increase in

neuronal activity, but rather stems from a tailored response of

astrocytes to the activity of their surrounding neurons. To

achieve that, we activated astrocytes or neurons in vivo, either

in home-caged mice or in mice that acquired FC, and then

measured cFos levels in CA1 neurons, as a marker for neuronal

activity. Mice were bilaterally injectedwith AAV8-GFAP::hM3Dq-

mCherry or AAV8-CaMKII::hM3Dq-mCherry or AAV8-GFAP::

eGFP to the dorsal CA1, and 3 weeks later CNO (3 mg/kg, i.p.)

was administered in the home-cage or 30 min before FC. Brains

were collected 90 min later and stained for cFos (Figure 6A).

FC increased cFos levels in all saline-injected mice (Figures 6B

and 6C) (p < 0.05, t test). CNO administration to GFAP::hM3Dq

mice in vivo increased neuronal activity beyond the threshold

for cFos expression compared to saline-injected mice only

when coupled with learning, but not in home-caged mice

(Figures 6B and 6D) (p < 0.05, t test). CNO administration in
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Figure 6. Astrocytic Activation Increases

Neuronal Memory Allocation

(A) CNO was administered to mice injected with

AAV8-GFAP-hM3Dq-mCherry or AAV8-CaMKII-

hM3Dq. 30 min later, mice either underwent fear-

conditioning acquisition or remained in their home

cages. 90 min after that, brains were removed,

sliced, and stained for cFos (n = 4–9 mice, 16–34

slices per group).

(B) CNO administration had no effect on neuronal

cFos expression in GFAP::hM3Dq home-caged

mice, but increased neuronal activity only when

it was combined with fear memory acquisition

(*p < 0.05).

(C) CNO administration increased neuronal cFos

expression in CaMKII-hM3Dq mice regardless

of external input in both home-caged and fear-

conditioned mice (*p < 0.05 for both).

(D and E) Representative images from mice ex-

pressing hM3Dq-mCherry (red) in their CA1 as-

trocytes (D) or neurons (E) that were injected with

saline or CNO. Brain slices were stained for c-Fos

(green) and the nuclear DAPI stain (blue) following

either home-cage exposure or memory acquisi-

tion. cFos-expressing, activated astrocytes whose

nuclei are out of the CA1 neuronal cell layers are

clearly visible only in the GFAP-hM3Dq CNO-

injected groups. Image frame colors correspond

to group bars colors. Scale bar, 100 mm. Data are

presented as mean ± SEM.

See also Figure S7.
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CaMKII::hM3Dq mice increased neuronal cFos levels regardless

of training, in both fear conditioned and home-caged mice

(Figures 6C and 6E; p < 0.05 for both, t test). CNO alone had

no effect on cFos levels in GFAP::eGFP mice in any condition

(Figures S7A–S7C).

Our results show that astrocytic activation enhances neuronal

activity in a task-dependent way, as demonstrated by its lack of

effect on activity in home-caged mice, as opposed to the astro-

cyte-induced elevation in neuronal recruitment during memory

allocation. Directly activating neurons, on the other hand, causes

a non-selective increase in activity regardless of external experi-

ences. This could explain why chemogenetic astrocytic activa-

tion improves memory, whereas neuronal activation impairs it.

Optogenetic Astrocytic Activation Improves Contextual
Memory Acquisition
Our results show that chemogenetic astrocytic activation im-

proves memory only when induced during acquisition, but

not during recall. However, because CNO was administered

30 min before the task and remained in the body for several

hours afterward, it could have affected not only memory acquisi-

tion but also early consolidation. To demonstrate the involve-

ment of astrocytes specifically at the acquisition stage, we

employed optogenetics, providing both cell-type specificity by

confining expression to astrocytes and a strict temporal control
by light administration, making it highly

suitable for memory research (Fenno

et al., 2011; Goshen, 2014).
Classical opsins, directly affecting the membrane potential,

were used in the past to manipulate astrocytes in behaving

mice (Gradinaru et al., 2009; Nam et al., 2016; Pelluru et al.,

2016; Poskanzer and Yuste, 2016; Sasaki et al., 2012; Sweeney

et al., 2016; Yamashita et al., 2014), though never in the hippo-

campus or in the cognitive tasks. It is not yet fully understood

how such changes in membrane potential, which do not mimic

any physiological processes, affect astrocytic function. Thus,

we used the Opto-a1AR opsin, a light-sensitive Gq-coupled

receptor (Airan et al., 2009), which is termed ‘‘OptoGq,’’ to

manipulate the Gq pathway in astrocytes in real time. This opsin

was shown to specifically recruit the inositol triphosphate (IP3)

pathway and induce the release of Ca2+ from intracellular stor-

age in HEK cells and in astrocytes (Airan et al., 2009; Figueiredo

et al., 2014). We have produced an AAV viral vector to express

OptoGq fused to eYFP under the GFAP promoter (AAV1-GFAP::

OptoGq-eYFP) and delivered it to the CA1. OptoGq expression

was limited to the astrocytic outer membrane (Figure 7A), with

high penetrance (>87% of the GFAP cells expressed OptoGq)

(Figure 1B) and almost complete specificity (>98%OptoGq-pos-

itive cells were also GFAP positive) (Figure 1C). To verify that

optogenetic astrocytic activation does not have a direct effect

on exploratory behavior that may alter freezing, we tested

GFAP::OptoGq mice in an open field and found no effect of

light administration (473 nm, 20 Hz, 45-ms pulse duration) on
Cell 174, 1–13, June 28, 2018 9
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Figure 7. Optogenetic Astrocytic Activation Improves Contextual

Memory Acquisition

(A) Bilateral double injection of AAV1-GFAP::OptoGq-eYFP resulted in

OptoGq expression in CA1 astrocytes only: OptoGq (green) was expressed in

the astrocytic membrane around the soma and in the distal processes (scale

bar, 50 mm).

(B and C) GFAP::OptoGq was expressed in 87.4% of CA1 astrocytes (58/65

cells from 2 mice) (B), with 98.7% specificity (57/58 cells, from 2 mice) (C).

(D) Optogenetic activation of CA1 astrocytes had no effect on exploration of a

novel environment, because eYFP control (n = 5) and GFAP-OptoGq (n = 5)

mice explored the field with similar path lengths before, during, and after light

administration.

(E) Optogenetic activation of CA1 astrocytes during fear-conditioning training

had no effect on immediate freezing at the time of illumination, but increased

contextual freezing by 89% (*p < 0.05) on the next day in GFAP::OptoGq (n = 5)

mice compared to eYFP (n = 5) controls.

(F) Optogenetic activation of CA1 astrocytes during training had no effect

on the acquisition of the hippocampal-independent auditory-cued fear

memory in OptGq mice compared to controls, with both groups showing

increased freezing during tone presentation (*p < 0.01). Data are presented as

mean ± SEM.
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exploration (Figure 7D). To specifically test the effect of astro-

cytic activation on fear memory acquisition, we administered

light only during the 5-min training session. No real-time effect
10 Cell 174, 1–13, June 28, 2018
of light on immediate freezing following shock administration

was observed (Figure 7E). Remarkably, light administration dur-

ing training resulted in 89% elevation in contextual freezing in

GFAP::OptoGq mice tested a day later (Figure 7E) (p < 0.05,

t test). No effect on auditory-cued memory in a novel context

was observed, i.e., both groups demonstrated similar freezing

in response to the tone (Figure 7F) (F(1,8) = 11.19, timemain effect

p < 0.01). To conclude, we show that real-time optogenetic as-

trocytic activation only during conditioning enhances memory

acquisition, as demonstrated by improved recall a day later.

DISCUSSION

In recent years, it has become clear that astrocytes play an

important role in neuronal activity and plasticity. In this work,

we used advanced tools to specifically manipulate hippocampal

astrocytes, and show for the first time that astrocytic activation

can dramatically potentiate synaptic transmission, promote

memory allocation, and improve memory performance. Specif-

ically, even in the absence of any direct potentiating protocol

delivered to the neurons, chemogenetic astrocytic activation

generated de novo, sustainable, NMDA-dependent potentiation

of CA3 to CA1 synapses. In vivo, astrocytic activation increased

neuronal activity in a task-dependent manner only in learning

mice, and enhanced cognitive performance in two memory

tests. Finally, we show that optogenetic astrocytic activation

precisely during memory acquisition induced a drastic memory

enhancement.

The role of astrocytes in cognitive function is highly debated.

Many studies demonstrated the necessity of astrocytes in mem-

ory, by showing that interrupting their activity leads to memory

impairment (Gao et al., 2016; Gibbs et al., 2006; Halassa et al.,

2009; Hertz and Gibbs, 2009; Newman et al., 2011; Stehberg

et al., 2012; Suzuki et al., 2011; Tadi et al., 2015), and that cor-

recting their genotype can alleviate memory impairments in ge-

netic models of deficient cognition (Ben Menachem-Zidon

et al., 2011; Han et al., 2012; Lioy et al., 2011). Interestingly,

engraftment of human astrocytes to the brain of immune-defi-

cient mice resulted in improved memory in these cognitively

impaired animals (Han et al., 2013). On the other hand, other

studies suggest that at least some astrocytic intracellular path-

ways are detrimental to memory function (Gerlai et al., 1995;

Nishiyama et al., 2002; Orr et al., 2015). The combined picture

arising from these seemingly contradicting results is that an

optimal level of astrocytic activity is necessary to support intact

memory, whereas excessive or deficient activity is harmful. Our

behavioral results show that activating astrocytes by chemoge-

netic or optogenetic recruitment of their Gq-coupled signaling

can bring them closer to this optimum, resulting in enhanced

memory in both the T-maze and the FC tasks.

Conversely, we show that directly increasing the activity

of CA1 neurons dramatically impairs memory acquisition. This

finding is in agreement with optogenetic studies showing that

unselective activation of dorsal DG or prefrontal cortex neurons

during FC acquisition compromises recall on the next day (Kheir-

bek et al., 2013; Yizhar et al., 2011). However, pre-training

neuronal activation is not necessarily detrimental. For example,

when the activity of a small, selective neuronal population in
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the BLA is increased before FC acquisition, a beneficial effect is

conferred (Han et al., 2007; Yiu et al., 2014). Neurons active

before training are also more likely to be allocated to the engram

supporting the acquired memory (Josselyn et al., 2015).

Why then, does broad non-selective astrocytic activation

enhance memory, whereas similar neuronal activation impairs

it? Our results show a tailored response of astrocytes to the

activity of their surrounding neurons, resulting in task-specific

increase in neuronal activity, only in the ensemble active during

memory allocation. Contrary to the non-selective increase in

activity following chemogenetic stimulation of neurons, astro-

cytic activation does not increase baseline neuronal activity in

the absence of an additional salient stimulus.

This selective effect of astrocytes brings to mind state of the

art genetic tools that now offer activity-dependent neuronal

targeting, allowing the specific tagging and manipulation of

ensembles that were active during a specific time window (Allen

et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2012; Ye et al., 2016). Like these tools,

astrocytes, monitoring both the input and output information in

their surrounding neuronal network, can detect and specifically

enhance neuronal activity in response to a meaningful stimulus

(such as SC stimulation in slice or FC in vivo), thus providing

a similar activity-dependent specificity. This could explain why

astrocytic activation improves memory performance, whereas

neuronal activation impairs it.

To summarize, memory performance is not a simple binary

process (remember/not remember), but can vary greatly both

between and within memories. Memory ensemble allocation

and maintenance depend on the activity level of neurons (Josse-

lyn et al., 2015; Rogerson et al., 2014), which may well be contin-

gent on their environment. As biological processes do not always

reach their potential maxima, it is tempting to devise ways to

enhance normal memory performance (Lee and Silva, 2009).

Here, we show that activating astrocytes in mice with intact

cognition improves their memory acquisition. In light of the

justified hesitance to directly increase general neuronal activity,

our finding that astrocytic modulation can enhance memory

acquisition without affecting basal neuronal activity may have

important clinical implications for cognitive augmentation

treatments. The major advantage of using astrocytic modulation

for this purpose is that the specificity of the effect is conferred

by the astrocytes, not by the method of external manipulation,

allowing straightforward translation to pharmacology.

Importantly, the capacity of astrocytes to independently

induce plasticity and improve cognitive performance, as re-

ported here, suggests that astrocytes can autonomously

compute task-specific information based on the surrounding

neuronal activity, which they then communicate back to the

neuronal circuit. This perspective calls for a reassessment of

the view of neuro-glia interaction, expanding the limited role

of astrocytes as support cells merely enabling plastic and cogni-

tive processes, to a broader function of these cells in actively

shaping neuronal networks.
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Chicken anti-GFAP Millipore Cat#AB5541; RRID:AB_177521

Rabbit anti-Iba1 Wako Cat#019-19471; RRID:AB_2665520

Rabbit anti-NeuN Cell Signaling Technology Cat#12943; RRID:AB_2630395

Goat anti-mCherry LifeSpan Cat#LS-C204207; RRID:AB_2619713

Rabbit anti c-fos Synaptic Systems Cat#226 003; RRID:AB_2231974

Donkey anti-chicken (Alexa Fluor 488) Jackson ImmunoResearch Labs Cat#703-545-155; RRID:AB_2340375

Donkey anti-rabbit (Alexa Fluor 488) Jackson ImmunoResearch Labs Cat#711-545-152; RRID:AB_2313584
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Tetrodotoxin (TTX) Alomone Labs Cat#T-550

D-(-)-2-Amino-5-phosphonopentanoic acid (D-AP5) Tocris Bioscience Cat#0106; CAS: 79055-68-8

D-Serine Tocris Bioscience Cat#0226; CAS: 312-84-5

5,7-Dichlorokynurenic acid (DCKA) Tocris Bioscience Cat#0286; CAS: 131123-76-7

2-Methyl-6-(phenylethynyl)pyridine (MPEP) Tocris Bioscience Cat#1212; CAS: 219911-35-0

(S)-(+)-a-Amino-4-carboxy-2-methylbenzeneacetic acid

(LY367385)

Tocris Bioscience Cat#1237; CAS: 198419-91-9

Ethylene glycol-bis(2-aminoethylether)-N,N,N0,N0-tetraacetic
acid (EGTA)

Sigma Cat#E3889; CAS: 67-42-5

Clozapine N-oxide (CNO) Tocris Bioscience Cat#4936; CAS: 34233-69-7

Neurobiotin 488 Vector Labs Cat#SP-1125

Deposited Data

Raw data https://data.mendeley.com/

datasets/9dnftn9856/draft?a=

1df3cf22-5e00-4ed1-b251-

83e5e0d152f6

N/A

Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains

C57BL/6JOlaHsd Harlan N/A

Recombinant DNA

AAV-GfaABC1D-OptoGq-eYFP This paper N/A

Software and Algorithms

EthoVision tracking software version 13 Noldus https://www.noldus.com/animal-behavior-

research/products/ethovision-xt

pCLAMP version 10.6.2 Molecular Devices http://mdc.custhelp.com/app/answers/

detail/a_id/18779/�/axon%E2%84%A2-

pclamp%E2%84%A2-10-electrophysiology-

data-acquisition-%26-analysis-software
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MATLAB 2015 MathWorks https://www.mathworks.com/products/

matlab.html

IBM SPSS statistics version 24 IBM Analytics https://www.ibm.com/analytics/data-

science/predictive-analytics/spss-

statistical-software

Olympus Fluoview Viewer version 4.2 Olympus https://www.olympus-lifescience.com/en/

support/downloads/

Bitplane IMARIS 7.6.3 Bitplane http://www.bitplane.com/imaris?gclid=

Cj0KCQiA2snUBRDfARIsAIGfpqHJaUyUtg02
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LotosScan Suzhou Institute of Biomedical

Engineering and Technology

http://english.sibet.cas.cn/

ImageJ National Institutes of Health https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/

Scanbox Neurolabware http://neurolabware.com/
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Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Inbal

Goshen (inbal.goshen@elsc.huji.ac.il).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Mice
Male C57BL/6 mice, 6-7 weeks old (Harlan) were group housed on a 12 hr light/dark cycle with ad libitum access to food and water.

All mice were maintained under pathogen-free conditions in Tecniplast cages, on Teklad sani-chips (ENVIGO) bedding, at 20-24�C,
and fed Teklad 2918SC (ENVIGO) pellets. Mice were randomly assigned to experimental groups. Experimental protocols were

approved by the Hebrew University Animal Care and Use Committee and met the guidelines of the National Institute of Health guide

for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.

METHOD DETAILS

Stereotactic virus injection
Mice were anesthetized with isoflurane, and their head placed in a stereotactic apparatus (Kopf Instruments, USA). The skull was

exposed and a small craniotomy was performed. To cover the entire dorsal CA1, mice were bilaterally microinjected in two sites

per hemisphere using the following coordinates: site 1: anteroposterior (AP), �1.5mm from Bregma, mediolateral (ML), ± 1mm,

dorsoventral (DV),�1.55mm; site 2: AP�2.5mm, ML ± 2mm, DV�1.55mm. All microinjections were carried out using a 10ml syringe

and a 34 gauge metal needle (WPI, Sarasota, USA). The injection volume and flow rate (0.1 ml/min) were controlled by an injection

pump (WPI). Following each injection, the needle was left in place for 10 additional minutes to allow for diffusion of the viral vector

away from the needle track, and was then slowly withdrawn. For the optogenetic experiment, a bilateral patchcord (a dual metal

ferrule 2.5 mm center to center; with a 300 mm thick, 3 mm long, cleaved bare optic fiber; Doric lenses Inc., Quebec, Canada)

was then placed above CA1 (AP, �1.94 mm, ML, ± 1.25 mm, DV �1 mm), and secured to the skull using dental cement (C&B

Metabond, Parkell, Edgwood, NY). The incision was closed using Vetbond tissue adhesive. For postoperative care, mice were

subcutaneously injected with Tramadex (5mg/kg).

Viral vectors

AAV8-GFAP-hM3D(Gq)-mCherry, AAV8-GFAP-eGFP, AAV8-GFAP-mCherry (UNC vector core), and AAV1-GfaABC1D-OptoGq-

eYFP (ELSC Vector Core Facility) were diluted 1:10 in PBS and injected with a volume of 700nl/site. AAV8-CaMKIIa-hM3D(Gq)-

mCherry (AddGene) was injected with a volume of 500-700nl/site without dilution. AAV5-GfaABC1D-cytoGCaMP6f-sv40 (UPenn

vector core) was injected with a volume of 800nl/site without dilution (see also Key Resources Table).

Immunohistochemistry
Three weeks post injection, mice were transcardially perfused with cold PBS followed by 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in PBS. The

brains were extracted, postfixed overnight in 4% PFA at 4�C, and cryoprotected in 30% sucrose in PBS. Brains were sectioned to a

thickness of 40 mmusing a sliding freezingmicrotome (Leica SM2010R) and preserved in a cryoprotectant solution (25%glycerol and
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30% ethylene glycol, in PBS). Free-floating sections were washed in PBS, incubated for 1 hr in blocking solution (3% normal donkey

serum (NDS) and 0.3% Triton X-100 in PBS), and incubated overnight at 4�C with primary antibodies (chicken anti-GFAP, Millipore,

1:500; rabbit anti-Iba1, Wako, 1:500; rabbit anti-NeuN, Cell Signaling Technology, 1:400; goat anti-mCherry, LifeSpan BioSciences,

1:200) in 0.1% Triton and 3% NDS in PBS. For the cFos staining, slices were incubated with the primary antibody (rabbit anti c-fos,

Synaptic Systems, 1:10,000) for 5 nights at 4�C. Sections were then washed with PBS and incubated for 2 hr at room temperature

with secondary antibodies (donkey anti-chicken, Alexa Fluor 488, 1:500; donkey anti-rabbit, Alexa Fluor 488, 1:500; donkey anti-

goat, Alexa Fluor 594, 1:400) in 3% NDS in PBS. Finally, sections were washed in PBS, incubated with DAPI (1mg/ml), mounted

on slides and sealed with mounting medium (Flouromount-G, eBioscience, San-Diego, CA, USA). mCherry was stained only for

the 3D reconstruction in Figure 1G. See Key Resources Table for the catalog numbers and RRIDs of all antibodies.

Confocal Microscopy
Confocal fluorescence images were acquired on an Olympus scanning laser microscope Fluoview FV1000 using 4X and 10X air

objectives or 20X and 40X oil immersion objectives. Image analysis was performed using the Olympus Fluoview Viewer version

4.2. 3D image was created by imaging 0.5 mm thick optical plains of 40 mm thick brain sections and then reconstructing them using

Bitplane IMARIS 7.6.3 software.

Ca2+ imaging

Coronal hippocampal slices (300 mm) were made from 11-12 weeks old mice. Animals were anesthetized with isoflurane, and the

brain was swiftly removed, mounted frontal-side up and sliced in ice-cold oxygenated low-Ca2+ ACSF (see below precise content)

using a vibratome (Campden Instruments). Slices were then incubated for 1hr in a holding chamber with oxygenated normal Ca2+

ACSF at 35�C and then kept at 32�C. Individual slices were transferred to a submerged recording chamber (34�C), and astrocytes

expressing both hM3Dq-mCherry and GCaMP6f were selected for imaging.

For the acute CNO application experiment, imaging was performed with a low-power temporal oversampling (LOTOS) two-photon

microscope (LotosScan2015, Suzhou Institute of Biomedical Engineering and Technology, http://english.sibet.cas.cn/). mCherry

and Alexa 594 were excited at 920nm, and GCaMP6f was excited at 920 nm, with a Ti:Sapphire laser (Vision II, Coherent Inc.,

CA) and imaged through a 25X, 1.05 NA water immersion objective (Olympus, Japan). Full frame images (600 3 600 pixels) were

acquired at 40 frames/second. Image acquisition was performed using a LabView based software (LotosScan), and Images were

analyzed with ImageJ (NIH) and MATLAB.

A glass pipette loaded with red fluorescent dye (Alexa 594) was visually guided and placed near a target astrocyte (Figure 1H). In

addition the pipette solution contained either ACSF or ACSF with CNO (10mM). Application of a 20 PSI increase in pressure to the

pipette for 200msec resulted in an increase of the spread of the red indicator (Figure 1I) and the fluorescence of theCa2+ indicator was

measured from 60sec before to 60sec after drug application.

For the prolonged CNO application experiment (Figure S1), 2-Photon imaging was performed using the Neurolabware 2-photon

laser scanning microscope (Los Angeles, CA, USA). The microscope consists of a 6215 galvometer and a CRS8 resonant mirror

(Cambridge Technology), and a water immersion 16X objective (Nikon, 0.8 NA). The Ti:sapphire excitation laser (Chameleon

Vision II, Coherent) was operated at 920 nm and directed to a GaAsP PMT (H10770PA-40; Hamamatsu) through a series of mirrors

and band pass filters (Semrock). XYZ motion control was obtained using motorized linear stages, enabled via an electronic rotary

encoder (KnobbyII). Imageswere acquired at 15.5 frames/second. The Scanbox software, run onMATLAB, was used formicroscope

control and acquisition. The FIJI open source program was used for motion correction (MOCO plugin) and ROI selection and signal

extraction. Signal processing and analysis was conducted using MATLAB. Astrocytes co-expressing GCaMP6f and mCherry were

imaged under TTX (0.5 mM), to separate astrocytic activity from the neuronal one. First, astrocytes were imaged for 5 minutes

to determine baseline Ca2+ activity. CNO or ACSF were then added to the chamber, and imaging was resumed after a 15 minutes

break. Astrocytes were then imaged three times for 5 minutes separated by a 5 minutes interval. Finally, CNO was washed out of

the chamber for 20 minutes, and astrocytes were imaged twice in 5 minute long trials separated by a 5 minute interval.

For data analysis DF/F was calculated as follows: 100 � ðFt � F0Þ=F0, where F(t) is the mean florescent response of the ROI in each

frame and F0 is the mode of F(t) for the entire trial.

Slice Electrophysiology

Coronal hippocampal slices (350 mm) were made from 11-12 weeks old C57 mice. Animals were anesthetized with isoflurane, and

their brains were swiftly removed, mounted frontal-side up and sliced in ice-cold oxygenated low Ca2+ ACSF (see below the precise

content of all solutions) using a vibratome (Campden Instruments). Slices were then incubated for 1hr in a holding chamber with

oxygenated normal Ca2+ ACSF at 35�C and then kept at 32�C. Individual slices were transferred to a submerged recording chamber

(32�C), and somata selected for recordings based on their pyramidal shape. Patch electrodes were fabricated from fire polished

thick walled borosilicate glass, and filled with internal solution (see below). Electrode resistance in the bath ranged 4-8MU and series

resistance ranged 12-35 MU.

In all voltage clamp experiments cells were held at resting potential of�70mV. Miniature EPSCs were recorded in the presence of

TTX (1 mM; applied 10min before recording), for 5min either before or 15min after CNO (10 mM) bath application, and analyzed offline

using MATLAB. The second recording was 15min after changing the bath perfusion solution, to allow full replacement of ACSF with

ACSF+CNO solution (Figure 2B). The events were detected based on amplitude and 1st derivative, where the minimum amplitude

was �3pA.
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For synaptic stimulation a bipolar tungsten electrode (WPI Inc.) was placed on the Schaffer collaterals at least 200 mm away from

the recording electrode. Single electrical stimulation was 0.2ms with strength ranging 50-140 mA, calibrated to induce 50% of

maximal EPSC. EPSC recordings were performed for 10 minutes, either before or 15 minutes after CNO bath application (Figures

3A and 3B). Recordings were carried out using a Multiclamp 700B patch-clamp amplifier (Molecular Devices). Signals were low-

pass filtered at 3 kHz, digitized and sampled through an AD converter (Molecular Devices) at 20kHz, and stored for offline analysis

using MATLAB.

For extracellular field EPSP recordings, 400 mm coronal hippocampal slices were prepared, and stimuli to the Schaffer collaterals

were administered as described above. fEPSPs were recorded in the CA1 stratum radiatum using a glass pipette containing ACSF

(2-6MU). fEPSPs were low-pass filtered at 400 Hz, digitized and sampled through an AD converter at 10 kHz, and stored for offline

analysis using MATLAB.

For the Ca2+ chelation experiment slices were prepared and data was extracted as above. Before field recording, an astrocyte was

patched and filled with an internal solution containing EGTA, and CaCl2 to clamp intracellular free Ca2+ at a steady-state concentra-

tion of 50–80 nM (calculated byWebMaxChelator). Internal solution composition: 10 MmNaCl, 10 mMHEPES, 140mM k-gluconate,

0.5mMMgCl2, 0.4mMNa3GTP, 4mMMgATP, 0.14mMCaCl2, 0.45mMEGTA (Sigma). The pH of the internal solution was adjusted to

7.3 with KOH. Alexafluor488 (80 mM, Life Technologies) was added and the osmolarity was set to 285–290 mOsm. To verify that the

patched cells are astrocytes, we injected step current in current clamp (steps of 100 pA from �500 pA to +500 pA) and step voltage

in voltage clamp (5 mV steps, from �90 mV to +90 mV) and recorded typical non-excitable responses. The patch was held for

40 minutes, to allow diffusion of EGTA to a group of adjacent astrocytes, and then the pipette was removed and replaced by a field

recording pipette positioned either adjacent to or distant from the patch site.

Solutions for slice physiology
Low-Ca2+ACSF:

126 mM NaCl, 2.6 mM KCl, 26 mM NaHCO3, 1.25 mM NaH2PO4, 10 mM Glucose, 1 mM MgCl2, 0.625 mM CaCl2.

Normal-Ca2+ACSF:

126 mM NaCl, 2.6 mM KCl, 26 mM NaHCO3, 1.25 mM NaH2PO4, 10 mM Glucose, 1 mM MgCl2, 2 mM CaCl2.

Normal-Ca2+with 2mM Magnesium ACSF:

126 mM NaCl, 2.6 mM KCl, 26 mM NaHCO3, 1.25 mM NaH2PO4, 10 mM Glucose, 2 mM MgCl2, 2 mM CaCl2.

The pH of the ACSF was set to 7.3 and the osmolarity to 305–320 mOsm. ACSF was oxygenated and pH buffered by constant

bubbling with a gas mixture of 95% O2/5% CO2.

Internal solution

120mMcesiummethanesulfonate, 20mMHEPES, 0.4mMEGTA, 2.8MmNaCl, 5mMTEA. The pH of the internal solution was set to

7.3–7.4 using 0.2 M CsOH. The osmolarity was set to 275–285 mOsm.

Behavioral testing
Experimental design

Mice from different experimental groups were randomly distributed in all cages, and experimenters were blind to their group alloca-

tion. All measurementswere performed automatically, preventing any experimenter-induced bias. Experiment replication is specified

in the result section.

T-maze

Training and testing were conducted in a T shaped elevated maze (30X10cm start arm and two 30X10cm goal arms, with stripes or

circles on thewalls of the goal arms). During training, one of the goal armswas blocked,micewere placed in the start arm facing away

from the choice point, and allowed to freely explore the maze for 20min. The retention test was performed 5min after training. During

this test both goal arms were open, mice were placed at the end of the start arm facing away from the choice point and allowed

to freely explore for 5 min. The percent of time spent in each arm and the total exploration (in meters) were measured using the

EthoVision tracking software (Noldus). New arm preference was calculated by dividing the percentage of time spent in the new

arm (that was closed during training) by the percentage of time spent in both goal arms (new and old).

FC

The FC apparatus consisted of a conditioning box (18x18x30 cm), with a grid floor wired to a shock generator surrounded by an

acoustic chamber (Ugo Basile), and controlled by the EthoVision software (Noldus). Three weeks after injections, mice were placed

in the conditioning box for 2min, and then a pure tone (2.9 kHz) was sounded for 20sec, followed by a 2sec foot shock (0.4mA). This

procedure was then repeated, and 30sec after the delivery of the second shock mice were returned to their home cages. FC was

assessed by a continuous measurement of freezing (complete immobility), the dominant behavioral fear response. Freezing was

automatically measured throughout the testing trial by the EthoVision tracking software. To test contextual FC, mice were placed

in the original conditioning box, and freezing was measured for 5min. To test auditory-cued FC, mice were placed in a different

context (a cylinder-shaped cage with stripes on the walls and a smooth floor), freezing was measured for 2.5min, and then a

2.9kHz tone was sounded for 2.5min, during which conditioned freezing was measured.
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Open Field

The OF test was conducted in a round plastic arena, 54 cm in diameter. Mice were placed in the center of the arena and allowed to

freely explore it for 5min. Total exploration distance (in meters) and percent time spent in the central 35%of the arena weremeasured

using the EthoVision tracking software.

CNO administration

CNO was dissolved in DMSO and then diluted in 0.9% saline to yield a final DMSO concentration of 0.5%. Saline solution for control

injections also consisted of 0.5% DMSO. 3mg/kg CNO was intraperitoneally injected 30min before the behavioral assays. The

chosen doses of CNO did not induce any behavioral signs of seizure activity. For the second neuronal activation experiment

(Figure S6) a lower dose of 0.5mg/kg was used.

Light administration

To optogenetically activate astrocytes, blue light (473 nm, Laserglow Technologies, Toronto, Canada) was bilaterally delivered

through two 300mm thick optic fibers ending in a metal ferrule (Doric lenses) that were attached to the transplanted patchcords

by connecting plastic sleeves. Light was delivered throughout the five minutes of fear-conditioning training, in a 90% duty cycle

(20Hz, pulse duration 45msec). In the open field test the mice explored the field for 3 minutes with no light (Light OFF). Light was

then delivered for 3 minutes (Light ON), and turned off (Light OFF) for the last 3 minutes of the test.

Virus production
The adeno-associated virus (AAV) AAV-GfaABC1D-OptoGq-eYFP plasmid was constructed by cloning the gfaABC1D promoter

(Shigetomi et al., 2013) into an AAV backbone. pZac2.1 gfaABC1D-tdTomato was a gift from Prof. Baljit Khakh (Addgene

plasmid # 44332). Subsequently, OptoGq-eYFP (a gift from Prof. Karl Deisseroth, Stanford University) was inserted into this

backbone using the AgeI and EcoRI restriction sites. The recombinant AAV vectors were serotyped with AAV1 coat proteins and

packaged by the ELSC Vector Core Facility at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Data is presented as mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM) unless otherwise indicated in figure legends. Sample number (n)

indicates the number of cells or mice in each experiment and is specified in the figure legends. When the data met the assumptions

of parametric statistical tests, results were analyzed by Student’s t test or two-way ANOVA, followed by LSD post hoc tests, as

applicable. Data was tested for normality by using the Shapiro-Wilk test of normality, and for homogeneity of variances by using

the Levene’s test for homogeneity of variances. For longitudinal data with missing observation, a linear mixed model was used to

analyze the results, followed by pairwise comparisons with Sidak adjustment for multiple comparisons. When the data did not

meet the assumptions of parametric statistical tests two sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to compare two probability

distributions. All the statistical details of experiments can be found in the result section. Differences in means were considered

statistically significant at p < 0.05. Analyses were performed using the IBM SPSS Statistics software (version 24). Subjects were

excluded from analysis when they deviated by more than two standard deviations from the mean.

DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY

All data is available at: https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/9dnftn9856/draft?a=1df3cf22-5e00-4ed1-b251-83e5e0d152f6.
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Supplemental Figures

Figure S1. Long-Term Chemogenetic Activation of CA1 Astrocytes, Related to Figure 1

(A and B) CA1 astrocytes co-expressing hM3Dq-mCherry in their membranes and GCaMP6f in their cytoplasm (scale bar 30 mm) were imaged.

(C) 2-photon imagingwas performed for 5minutes before drug application (Baseline), and then the drugwas applied. 15minutes later, activity was imaged 3 times

for 5 minutes with a 5 minutes interval between imaging sessions. The drug was then washed out, and 20 minutes later two 5 minutes imaging session, with a

5 minutes interval were performed.

(D and E) CNO application to hM3Dq-expressing slices (crimson) significantly increased the number of astrocytic events, compared to hM3Dq slices treated with

ACSF (blue) (p < 0.005), to CNO application to slices with no hM3Dq (green) (p < 0.001), and to CNO baseline (p < 0.005) and CNO washout (p < 0.0005). Activity

after CNO washout returned to baseline levels.



Figure S2. Astrocytic Activation Increases Spontaneous Neuronal Activity, Related to Figure 2

(A) No change in the frequency of spontaneous miniature events was observed in hM3Dq mice before and after ACSF application.

(B) A significant increase in mEPSC frequency was observed after, compared to before, CNO application in hM3Dq slices (p < 0.001).

(C) No change in the amplitude of spontaneous miniature events was observed in hM3Dq mice before and after ACSF application.

(D) A significant increase in mEPSC amplitude was observed after, compared to before, CNO application in hM3Dq slices (p < 0.001).

(E) Bilateral double injection of AAV8-GFAP-mCherry resulted in mCherry expression in CA1 astrocytes. Scale bar 100 mm.Whole-cell voltage-clamp recordings

from CA1 hippocampal neurons surrounded by mCherry expressing astrocytes were performed before and after ACSF or CNO bath application (4 slices, from

2 mice and 4 slices from 3 mice, respectively).

(F–I) Neither ACSF nor CNO in mCherry expressing slices had any effect on either the frequency (F and G) or the amplitude (H and I) of spontaneous miniature

events.
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Figure S3. De Novo Potentiation Induced by Astrocytic Activation Is Occluded by D-Serine and Blocked by Ca2+ Chelation in Astrocytes,

Related to Figure 3

(A) CNO application per se has no effect on evoked EPSCs in response to Schaffer Collaterals (SC) stimulation in mCherry-expressing slices.

(B) Astrocytic activation by CNO in the presence of 2mM magnesium in the recording chamber induced a > 130% potentiation in evoked fEPSP amplitude

compared to slices from the same mice treated with ACSF, but required more SC stimulations or time to reach that effect, compared to the same manipulation

performed with 1mMMagnesium (n = 3 slices from 3 mice; Time effect F(3,8.1) = 5.85, p < 0.02; Pairwise comparisons: Baseline versus 11-20 stimuli, p < 0.05;

Baseline versus 21-30 stimuli, p < 0.005; 1-10 versus 21-30 stimuli, p < 0.05). Representative traces are presented in corresponding colors.

(C) Astrocytic activation by CNO failed to induce synaptic potentiation when 10 mM D-Serine was present in the recording bath (n = 7 slices from 3 mice).

(D–H) blocking Ca2+ increase in astrocytes prevents CNO-induced neuronal potentiation: In an area of hM3Dq-expressing (red) astrocytes (D), an astrocyte was

patched with an internal solution containing the Ca2+ chelator EGTA and Alexafluor488 (green), which then diffused into neighboring astrocytes (E). We verified

that the patched cells are astrocytes based on morphology, and on their non-excitable responses to stimulation in both current-clamp and voltage clamp.

(F and G) Specifically, we injected step current in steps of 100 pA from �500 pA to +500 pA (F), and step voltage in 5mV steps, from �90 mV to +90 mV (G), and

recorded typical non-excitable responses. When astrocytic activity was blocked in a group of astrocytes adjacent to the field recording site (n = 3 slices from

3 mice) only a minimal potentiation compared to ACSF-treatment was observed. (H) When the field response was recorded at a distant site from the blocked

astrocytes, a full potentiation to > 250%of baseline was observed. Representative traces are presented in corresponding colors. Data presented asmean ±SEM.



Figure S4. The Effects of Astrocytic Activation Are Limited to Hippocampal-Dependent Memory, Related to Figure 4

(A) Fear conditioning did not increase c-Fos expression in astrocytes compared to home-cage housing.

(B) Mice expressing hM3Dq in their CA1 astrocytes were injected with either saline (n = 7) or CNO (n = 7) 30 minutes before T-maze training.

(C) CNO application had no effect on exploration of the maze. Similarly, CNO had no effect on the exploration of the FC cage before conditioning. To replicate the

results presented in Figures 4E and 4F, mice expressing hM3Dq in their CA1 astrocytes were injected with either saline (n = 8) or CNO (n = 10) 30 minutes before

fear conditioning acquisition.

(D and E) CNO application did not affect the exploration of the conditioning cage (D) but resulted in a > 40% improvement in contextual freezing in CNO-treated

mice tested one day later, compared to saline treated controls (p < 0.005) (E).

(F) No effect on auditory-cued memory was observed, with both groups showing increased freezing during tone presentation (p < 0.00001). Data presented as

mean ± SEM.



(legend on next page)



Figure S5. CNO Application Itself Has No Effect on Memory, Related to Figure 4

(A) Bilateral double injection of AAV8-GFAP-eGFP resulted in eGFP expression in CA1 astrocytes only. Scale bar – left 300 mm, right 50 mm.

(B) In a novel environment, saline-treated (n = 7) and CNO-treated (n = 7) eGFP mice explored the field with similar path lengths (top) and there was no effect on

anxiety (bottom), as the percent of time that saline and CNO treated mice spent in the center of the open field was similar. Representative exploration traces are

presented.

(C and D) Saline-treated (n = 7) and CNO-treated (n = 7) eGFP mice explored the T-maze with similar path lengths (C) and there was no effect on new arm

recognition (D). (E) Representative exploration traces. Mice expressing eGFP in their CA1 astrocytes were injected with either saline (n = 7) or CNO (n = 7) 30min

before fear conditioning acquisition.

(F–H) CNOadministration before training to eGFP-expressingmice had no effect on exploration of the conditioning chamber (F) contextual memory (G) or auditory

cued memory (H) one day later.

(I) CNO administration during recall on the next day also had no effect on retrieval.

(J and K) When administered during recall only, CNO administration to eGFP-expressing mice (n = 4) had no effect on contextual or auditory-cued memory

compared to saline injected mice (n = 4). Data presented as mean ± SEM.



Figure S6. Mild Neuronal Activation Impairs Memory Performance, Related to Figure 5

(A) hM3Dqwas expressed in CA1 neurons (Scale bar 100mm). Mice expressing hM3Dq in their CA1 neurons were injected with either saline (n = 6) or a low dose of

CNO (0.5mg/kg; n = 6) 30min before fear conditioning acquisition.

(B) Neuronal activation had no adverse effect on exploratory behavior in the conditioning cage.

(C) CNO application before training induced a 55%decrease in contextual freezing in CNO-treatedmice tested 24 hours later, compared to saline treated controls

(p < 0.05).

(D) Neuronal activation in CA1 had no effect on auditory-cued freezing in a novel context, with both groups showing increased freezing during tone presentation

(p < 0.00001). Data presented as mean ± SEM.



Figure S7. CNO Application by Itself Has No Effect on Neuronal Activity, Related to Figure 6

(A) CNO was administered to either home-caged or fear-conditioned AAV8-GFAP-eGFP mice.

(B) CNO application had no effect on neuronal activity, as measured by cFos expression, regardless of memory acquisition.

(C) Representative cFos expression images are shown (GFAP-eGFP in green, nuclei in blue, cFos in white; Scale bar 100mm). Data presented as mean ± SEM.
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